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This essay describes differences between papers that
contain some theory rather than no theory. The~reis little
agreement about what constitutes strong versus weak
theory in the social sciences, but there is more
consensus that references, data, variables, diagrams, and
hypotheses are not theory. Despite this consensus,
however, authors routinely use these five elements in
lieu of theory. We explain how each of these five
elements can be confused with theory and how to avoid
such confusion. By making this consensus explicit, we
hope to help authors avoid some of the most common
and easily averted problems that lead readers to view
papers as having inadequate theory. We then discuss
how journals might facilitate the publication of stronger
theory. We suggest that if the field is serious about
producing stronger theory, journals need to reconsider
their empirical requirements. We argue that journals
ought to be more receptive to papers that test part rather
than all of a theory and use illustrative rather than
definitive data.
The authors, reviewers, readers, and editors who shape
what is publishedin ASQ insist, perhaps above all else, that
articles contain strong organizationaltheory. ASQ's Notice to
Contributorsstates, "If manuscriptscontain no theory, their
value is suspect." A primaryreason, sometimes the primary
reason, that reviewers and editors decide not to publisha
submitted paper is that it contains inadequatetheory. This
paper draws on our editorialexperiences at ASQ and
Research in OrganizationalBehavior(ROB)to identifysome
common reasons why papers are viewed as havingweak
theory.
Authorswho wish to write strong theory might start by
readingthe diverse literaturethat seeks to define theory and
distinguishweak from strong theory. The Academy of
Management Review publisheda forum on theory buildingin
October 1989. Detaileddescriptionsof what theory is and
the distinctionsbetween strong and weak theory in the
social sciences can be found, for example, in Dubin's (1976)
analysis of theory buildingin appliedareas, Freese's (1980)
review of formaltheorizing,Kaplan's(1964) philosophical
inquiryinto the behavioralsciences, Merton's (1967) writings
on theoreticalsociology, and Weick's (1989) ideas about
theory constructionas disciplinedimagination.
Unfortunately,the literatureon theory buildingcan leave a
readermore ratherthan less confused about how to write a
paperthat contains strong theory (Freese, 1980). There is
lack of agreement about whether a model and a theory can
be distinguished,whether a typology is properlylabeled a
theory or not, whether the strength of a theory depends on
how interesting it is, and whether falsifiabilityis a
prerequisitefor the very existence of a theory. As Merton
(1967: 39) put it:
Likeso many words that are bandiedabout, the word theory
threatens to become meaningless. Because its referents are so
diverse-including everythingfrom minorworkinghypotheses,
throughcomprehensive but vague and unorderedspeculations, to
axiomaticsystems of thought-use of the word often obscures

ratherthancreatesunderstanding.
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Lackof consensus on exactly what theory is may explain
why it is so difficultto develop strong theory in the
behavioralsciences. Reviewers, editors, and other audiences
may hold inconsistent beliefs about what constitutes theory
and what constitutes strong versus weak theory. Aspiring
organizationaltheorists face furtherobstacles because there
is little consensus about which theoreticalperspectives (and
associated jargon)are best suited for describing
organizationsand their members (Pfeffer, 1993). Even when
a paper contains a well-articulatedtheory that fits the data,
editors or reviewers may reject it or insist the theory be
replaced simply because it clashes with their particular
conceptual tastes. Finally,the process of buildingtheory is
itself full of internalconflicts and contradictions.
Organizationalscholars, like those in other social science
fields, are forced to make tradeoffs between generality,
simplicity,and accuracy(Weick, 1979) and are challenged by
havingto write logicallyconsistent and integrated
arguments. These difficultiesmay help explainwhy
organizationalresearchjournalshave such high rejection
rates. Writingstrong theory is time consuming and fraught
with trialand errorfor even the most skilledorganizational
scholars. This is also why there is such great appreciationfor
those few people, like James March,Jeffrey Pfeffer, and
KarlWeick, who are able to do it consistently.
We don't have any magic ideas about how to construct
importantorganizationaltheory. We will not present a set of
algorithmsor logicalsteps for buildingstrong theory. The
aim of this essay is more modest. We explainwhy some
papers, or parts of papers, are viewed as containingno
theory at all ratherthan containingsome theory. Though
there is conflict about what theory is and should be, there is
more consensus about what theory is not. We consider five
features of a scholarlyarticlethat, while importantin their
own right,do not constitute theory. Reviewers and editors
seem to agree, albeit implicitly,that these five features
should not be construed as partof the theoreticalargument.
By makingthis consensus explicitwe hope to help authors
avoid some of the most frequent reasons that their
manuscriptsare viewed as havinginadequatetheory.
PARTSOF AN ARTICLE
THATARE NOTTHEORY
1. References Are Not Theory
References to theory developed in priorwork help set the
stage for new conceptual arguments. Authors need to
acknowledge the stream of logic on which they are drawing
and to which they are contributing.But listing references to
existing theories and mentioningthe names of such theories
is not the same as explicatingthe causal logic they contain.
To illustrate,this sentence from Sutton's (1991: 262) article
on billcollectors contains three references but no theory:
"Thispatternis consistent with findingsthat aggression
provokes the 'fight' response (Frijda,1986) and that anger is
a contagious emotion (Schacterand Singer, 1962; Baron,
1977)." This sentence lists publicationsthat contain
conceptual arguments (and some findings).But there is no
theory because no logic is presented to explainwhy
aggression provokes "fight"or why anger is contagious.
372/ASQ, September 1995
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Callsfor "more theory" by reviewers and editors are often
met with a flurryof citations. Ratherthan presenting more
detailed and compellingarguments, authors may list the
names of prevailingtheories or schools of thought, without
even providingan explanationof why the theory or approach
leads to a new or unanswered theoreticalquestion. A
manuscriptthat RobertSutton edited had strong data, but all
three reviewers emphasized that it had "weak theory" and
"poorlymotivated hypotheses." The authorresponded to
these concerns by writinga new introductionthat added
citations to many papers containingtheory and many terms
like "psycho-socialtheory," "identitytheory," and "social
comparisontheory." But it still contained no discussion of
what these theories were about and no discussion of the
logicalarguments why these theories led to the author's
predictions.The result was that this paper contained almost
no theory, despite the author'sassertion that much had
been added.
References are sometimes used like a smoke screen to hide
the absence of theory. Both of us can thinkof instances in
which we have used a string of references to hide the fact
that we reallydidn'tunderstandthe phenomenon in
question. This obfuscationcan unfortunatelybe successful
when references are made to widely known and cited works
like Kanter(1977), Katzand Kahn(1978), Marchand Simon
(1958), Thompson (1967), and Williamson(1975). Mark
Twaindefined a classic as "A book which people praise but
don't read." Papers for organizationalresearch journals
typicallyincludea set of such throw-awayreferences. These
citations may show that the authoris a qualifiedmember of
the profession, but they don't demonstrate that a theoretical
case has been built.
Authorsneed to explicate which concepts and causal
arguments are adopted from cited sources and how they are
linkedto the theory being developed or tested. This
suggestion does not mean that a paper needs to review
every nuance of every theory cited. Rather,it means that
enough of the pertinentlogic from past theoreticalwork
should be includedso that the readercan grasp the author's
logicalarguments. Forexample, Weick (1993: 644)
acknowledged his conceptual debt to Perrow'swork and
presented the aspects he needed to maintainlogicalflow in
this sentence from his articleon the collapse of
sensemaking: "Because there is so little communication
within the crew and because it operates largelythrough
obtrusivecontrols like rules and supervision(Perrow,1986),
it acts more like a large formalgroupwith mediated
communicationthan a small informalgroupwith direct
communication."Note how there is no need for the reader
to know about or read Perrow'swork in orderto follow the
logic in this sentence.
2. Data Are Not Theory
Much of organizationaltheory is based on data. Empirical
evidence plays an importantrole in confirming,revising,or
discreditingexisting theory and in guidingthe development
of new theory. But observed patterns like beta weights,
factor loadings, or consistent statements by informants
373/ASQ, September 1995
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rarelyconstitute causal explanations.Kaplan(1964) asserted
that theory and data each play a distinct role in behavioral
science research: Data describe which empiricalpatterns
were observed and theory explains why empiricalpatterns
were observed or are expected to be observed.
The distinctionbetween the amount and kindof evidence
supportinga theory and the theory itself may seem obvious
to most readers. Yet in the papers we have reviewed and
edited over the years, this is a common source of confusion.
We see it in papers by both experienced and inexperienced
authors. We also see it our own papers. Authorstry to
develop a theoreticalfoundationby describingempirical
findingsfrom past research and then quicklymove from this
basis to a discussion of the currentresults. Using a series of
findings, instead of a blend of findingsand logical reasoning,
to justify hypotheses is especially common. Empiricalresults
can certainlyprovideuseful supportfor a theory. But they
should not be construed as theory themselves. Priorfindings
cannot by themselves motivate hypotheses, and the
reportingof results cannot substitute for causal reasoning.
One of Sutton's early papers tried to motivate five
hypotheses about the relationshipbetween union
effectiveness and union members' well-being with the
following paragraph:
Recent empiricalevidence suggests that the collective bargaining
process (Kochan,Lipsky,and Deyer, 1974; Peterson, 1972), the
union-managementcontract(Davisand Sullivan,1980), and
union-managementrelationsin general (Kochand Fox, 1978) all
have importantconsequences for the qualityof worklifeof
unionizedworkers. Moreover,Hammer(1978) has investigatedthe
relationshipbetween unionstrength and constructionworkers'
reactionsto their work. She found that unionstrength
(operationalizedin terms of workers' relativewages) was positively
relatedto both pay satisfactionand perceivedjob security. Finally,
the union's abilityto formallyincrease members' participationin
job-relateddecisions has been frequentlycited as contributingto
the unionizationof teachers and other professionals (e.g., Bass and
Mitchell,1976; Belasco and Alutto, 1969; Chamot, 1976). (Carillon
and Sutton, 1982: 172-173).

There is no attempt in this paragraphto explainthe logical
reasons why particularfindingsoccurredin the past or why
certainempiricalrelationshipsare anticipatedin the future.
We only learnfrom the paragraphthat others had reported
certainfindings, and so similarpatternswould be expected
from the data. This is an example of brute empiricism,
where hypotheses are motivated by priordata ratherthan
theory.
Althoughour examples focus on using past quantitativedata
to motivate theory and hypotheses, qualitativepapers are
not immune to such problems. Quotes from informantsor
detailed observations may get a bit closer to the underlying
causal forces than, say, mean job satisfaction scores or
organizationalsize, but qualitativeevidence, by itself, cannot
convey causal arguments that are abstractand simple
enough to be appliedto other settings. Just like theorists
who use quantitativedata, those who use qualitativedata
must develop causal arguments to explainwhy persistent
374/ASQ, September 1995
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findings have been observed if they wish to write papers
that contain theory (Glaserand Strauss, 1967).
In comparingself-managingteams to traditionalteams with
supervisors, Barker(1993: 408) quoted an informant," 'Now
the whole team is aroundme and the whole team is
observingwhat I'm doing'."This quote doesn't contain
causal logic and isn't abstractenough to be generalizedto
other settings. But these data helped guide and support
Barker'sinference that because every team member has
legitimateauthorityover every other, and because the
surveillanceof multiplecoworkers is harderto avoid than
that of a single boss, self-managingteams constrain
members quite powerfully.So, althoughqualitativedata
inspiredBarker'sinferences, they are distinct from his
theoreticalanalysis. Mintzberg(1979: 584) summarizedthis
distinctionsuccinctly: "The data do not generate
theory-only researchers do that."
3. Lists of Variables or Constructs Are Not Theory
Pages 249 to 253 of Marchand Simon's (1958)
Organizationspresent a "numericalindex" to 206 variables
discussed in the classic book. This list of variablesand the
definitionsthat Marchand Simon present of these variables
are importantparts of their theory but do not, alone,
constitute theory. A theory must also explainwhy variables
or constructs come about or why they are connected. Weick
(1989: 517) quoted Homans to make this point:
Of particularinterest is Homan's irritationwith theorists who
equate theory with conceptualdefinitions;he stated that "much
officialsociologicaltheory consists in fact of concepts and their
definitions;it providesa dictionaryof a languagethat possesses no
sentences."

Papers submitted to organizationaljournalsoften are written
as if well-definedvariablesor constructs, by themselves, are
enough to make theory. Sometimes the list of variables
represents a logicalattempt to cover all or most of the
determinantsof a given outcome or process. Such lists may
be useful catalogs of variablesthat can be entered as
predictorsor controls in multipleregression equations or
LISRELmodels, but they do not constitute theory. Listing
the demographiccharacteristicsof people associated with a
given behavioris not theory. Dividingthe world into
personalityversus situationaldeterminantsdoes not, by
itself, constitute a theory of behavior.Nor does developing a
categoricalscheme to cover the determinantsof a
dependent variablesuch as escalation (Staw and Ross, 1987)
constitute an explanationof that variable.
As an empiricallybased field, organizationalresearch is often
enticed by tests showing the relativestrength of one set of
variablesversus others on particularoutcomes. We are
attractedto proceduresthat show the most important
influence on dependent variables,as though the contest will
show who the winneris. Comparativetests of variables
should not be confused with comparativetests of theory,
however, because a predictedrelationshipmust be
explainedto providetheory; simply listinga set of
antecedents (or even a causal orderingof variablesas in
LISRELmodels) does not make a theoreticalargument.The
375/ASQ, September 1995
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key issue is why a particularset of variablesare expected to
be strong predictors.
4. Diagrams Are Not Theory
Diagramsor figures can be a valuablepartof a research
paper but also, by themselves, rarelyconstitute theory.
Probablythe least theoreticalrepresentationsare ones that
simply list categories of variablessuch as "personality,"
"environmentaldeterminants,"or "demographics."More
helpfulare figures that show causal relationshipsin a logical
ordering,so that readers can see a chain of causation or
how a thirdvariableintervenes in or moderates a
relationship.Also usefOlare temporaldiagramsshowing how
a particularprocess unfolds over time. On occasion,
diagramscan be a useful aid in buildingtheory. For
researcherswho are not good writers, a set of diagramscan
providestructureto otherwise ramblingor amorphous
arguments. Forthose researcherswho are talented writers,
havinga concrete model may prevent obsfuscation of
specious or inconsistent arguments.
Regardless of their merits, diagramsand figures should be
considered as stage props ratherthan the performance
itself. As Whetten (1989) suggested, while boxes and
arrows can add orderto a conception by explicitlydelineating
patterns and causal connections, they rarelyexplain why the
proposed connections will be observed. Some verbal
explicationis almost always necessary. The logic underlying
the portrayedrelationshipsneeds to be spelled out. Text
about the reasons why a phenomenon occurs, or why it
unfolds in a particularmanner,is difficultto replace by
references to a diagram.A clearlywritten argument should
also precludethe need for the most complicatedfigures we
see in articles-those more closely resemblinga complex
wiringdiagramthan a comprehensibletheory.
Good theory is often representationaland verbal.The
arguments are clear enough that they can be represented in
graphicalform. But the arguments are also richenough that
processes have to be described with sentences and
paragraphsso as to convey the logical nuances behind the
causal arrow. One indicationthat a strong theory has been
proposed is that it is possible to discern conditions in which
the majorpropositionor hypothesis is most and least likely
to hold. Pfeffer and Salancik(1978), for example, argued that
power is a stronger predictorof resource allocationsunder
conditions of uncertainty.House (1988), likewise, made the
case that individualshigh in power needs are likelyto gain
controlwhen organizationsare in a state of flux. The
reasoning underlyingthese predictions(even their direction)
is not apparentby just showing the existence of moderating
variablesin a causal diagram.Logicalexplanationsare
required.
5. Hypotheses (or Predictions) Are Not Theory
Hypotheses can be an importantpartof a well-crafted
conceptual argument.They serve as crucialbridges between
theory and data, makingexplicit how the variablesand
relationshipsthat follow from a logicalargumentwill be
operationalized.But, as Dubin(1976: 26) noted, "A
376/ASQ, September 1995
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theoretical model is not simply a statement of hypothesis."
Hypotheses do not (and should not) contain logical
arguments about why empiricalrelationshipsare expected to
occur. Hypotheses are concise statements about what is
expected to occur, not why it is expected to occur.
We cannot find a single source that asserts that hypotheses,
or other specific predictions,alone constitute theory. As
Kaplan(1964: 350) put it, "An explanationrests on a
nomologicalor theoreticalgeneralization,or an intelligible
pattern, but a prediction need not have such a basis. ... We

can give a reason for makingsome specific predictionrather
than another, but we may be able to give no reason other
than past successes for expecting the reason to come true."
Homans (1964), Merton(1967), and Weick (1989) are just a
few of the authorswho made clear that predictions
presented without underlyingcausal logic do not constitute
theory.
Althoughit may seem obvious that a listing of hypotheses
cannot substitute for a set of logicalexplanations,this is
exactly what is done in many papers. We have noticed two
telltale signs that a paper has presented hypotheses in lieu
of theory. First,there may be so many hypotheses that none
can be adequatelyexplainedor motivated.A second tip-off is
when the introductionof a paper ends with a long list of
hypotheses, a table of predictions,or a summarizingfigure.
Often, such lists, tables, or figures are only tenuously linked
to causal explanationsscattered throughoutthe introduction,
or there may be no linkageat all. In one extreme but by no
means uncommon example, Tetrickand LaRocco(1987)
tested 21 hypotheses about job stress without presenting
the causal logic for any of these predictions.The 21
hypotheses were portrayedin a figure and not otherwise
discussed or even listed in the five paragraphsconstituting
the introduction.Readers were referredto another source
for the conceptual logic.
Sometimes authors use a long list of hypotheses to "spread
the risk"of empiricalresearch. So much time and effort is
invested in research projectsthat authors naturallywant to
show something for their labor.They may use a buckshot
approachto theory testing, posing a wide range of
hypotheses and empiricaltests. While this may increase
one's publicationrecord,it does not make good theory.
Strong theory usuallystems from a single or small set of
research ideas. Some famous examples have been
statements that people are motivatedto resolve
inconsistencies (Festinger,1957), that social systems are
subject to evolutionaryforces (Campbell,1969; Hannanand
Freeman, 1989), and that there can be "normalaccidents"
(Perrow,1984). These assertions were simple, though their
implicationshave been widespread. Fromsuch simple
theoreticalarguments have come a set of interrelated
propositionsand hypotheses that explicatedthe logicaland
empiricalimplicationsof each theory. Papers with strong
theory thus often start with one or two conceptual
statements and builda logicallydetailed case; they have
both simplicityand interconnectedness.
377/ASQ, September 1995
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IDENTIFYING
STRONGTHEORY
Thoughwe have noted that it is easier to identifyfeatures of
manuscriptsthat are not theory than it is to specify exactly
what good theory is, our own prejudicesabout the matter
are alreadyevident. We agree with scholars like Kaplan
(1964) and Merton (1967) who assert that theory is the
answer to queries of why. Theoryis about the connections
among phenomena, a story about why acts, events,
structure,and thoughts occur. Theoryemphasizes the nature
of causal relationships,identifyingwhat comes first as well
as the timing of such events. Strong theory, in our view,
delves into underlyingprocesses so as to understandthe
systematic reasons for a particularoccurrence or
nonoccurrence.It often burrowsdeeply into microprocesses,
laterallyinto neighboringconcepts, or in an upwarddirection,
tying itself to broadersocial phenomena. It usuallyis laced
with a set of convincingand logicallyinterconnected
arguments. It can have implicationsthat we have not seen
with our naked (or'theoreticallyunassisted) eye. It may have
implicationsthat runcounter to our common sense. As
Weick (1995) put it succinctly, a good theory explains,
predicts, and delights.
Likeother descriptionsof strong theory, the priorparagraph
reads more like a wish list than a set of realistic
expectations. This may be why pleas for better theory fall on
receptive ears but recalcitranthands. Everyoneagrees that
our theories should be stronger, so long as it does not
requireus to do anythingdifferently.This is the main reason
we decided to write something on what theory is not.
Perhapserecting our five "WrongWay" signs will help
change behaviorin ways that more eloquent road maps have
not.
THECASE AGAINSTTHEORY
So far, we have made the assumption that theory is good.
We have assumed that a stronger theoreticalsection will
help a paper have more impact on the literatureand more
fully informthe reader.We have also assumed that most
researcherswould strive to write better theory if they had
more knowledge about how to do so or more time and
energy to put into their manuscripts.But these assumptions
may not be universallyshared.
Some prominentresearchers have argued the case against
theory. John Van Maanen (1989), for example, has stressed
that the field first needs more descriptive narrativesabout
organizationallife, presumablybased on intensive
ethnographicwork. He called for a ten-year moratoriumon
theoretical(and methodological)papers. The happy result of
such a moratorium,Van Maanen suggested, would be a
temporaryhalt to the proliferationof mediocre writingand
theory, a broaderaudience (attractedby better writing),and
better theory-after the moratoriumhad passed, both old
and new models would be grounded in a well-craftedset of
organizationalnarratives.Van Maanen's argument is
reminiscent of logic contained in Zen in the Art of Archery

(Herrigel,1989). If we avoid aimingat the target for a long
while and first develop more fundamentalknowledge, we
378/ASQ, September 1995
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will do a better job of hittingthe bull's-eyewhen we finally
do take aim.
More direct arguments against theory can also be mustered
from those who rely on quantitativemethods. Some
evaluationresearchers, such as Thomas Cook, have noted
that it is more importantto isolate a few successful change
efforts (those that show consistent positive results) than it is
to understandthe causal nuances underlyingany particular
outcome. Likewise, many advocates of meta-analysisview
the mission of social science to be an accumulationof
empiricalfindings ratherthan an ebb and flow of theoretical
paradigms(Kuhn,1970). They tend to see research
publicationsas havingvalue simply because they serve as
storage devices for obtained correlations,not because they
elaboratea set of theoreticalideas.
An arrayof organizationalresearch publicationshave evolved
to serve these disparateviews of the merits of theory. At
the most empiricalend of the spectrum are journalssuch as
the Journalof AppliedPsychology and Personnel
Psychology. These outlets typicallypresent brief reviews of
the literaturealong with a simple listingof hypotheses. The
front end of these journalarticles is typicallyshort; the
hypotheses are often replicationsor offshoots of previous
work. More attention is paid to describingthe methods,
variables,data analysis techniques, and findings. Accordingly,
the usual reason for rejectinga manuscriptat these outlets
is that the data do not adequatelyfit the hypotheses or there
is a fatal flaw in the study design. The originalityof the
hypotheses and the strength of the theoreticalarguments
are less likelyto constitute the majorreason for acceptance
or rejection.
An outlet such as Research in OrganizationalBehavior
resides at the other extreme. The editors of ROBview
theory development as its primarycontribution.If data are
presented, they are used for illustratingratherthan testing a
theory (e.g., Meyer and Gupta, 1994). The philosophyof
ROB is not antagonisticto data collection and analysis; it
simply relegates the role of empiricalresearch to more
traditionaljournaloutlets.
Attemptingto span the space between theory testing and
theory buildingare journalslikeASQ, Academy of
ManagementJournal,and OrganizationScience. In the
organizationalresearch community,ASQ stands as perhaps
the most concerned about theoreticalissues, with the goal
that empiricalpapers should also make a conceptual
contribution.This bridgingrole is difficultto fulfill,since there
are inevitabletradeoffs between theory and empirical
research. On the one hand,ASQ asks authors to engage in
creative, imaginativeacts. On the other hand,ASQ wants
these same authorsto be precise, systematic, and follow
accepted proceduresfor quantitativeor qualitativeanalysis.
These contradictoryrequirementscan only be capturedby
phrases such as "disciplinedimagination"(Weick, 1989),
"wild thoroughness," or "accepted deviance."
Unfortunately,contributorsto our field's researchjournals
are rarelyskilled at both theory buildingand theory testing.
Most contributorsseem to be adept at one or another parts
379/ASQ, September 1995
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of the trade; either being a good theorist with incomplete
empiricalskills or a good empiricistwith haltingtheoretical
abilities. Northcraftand Neale (1993) have noted that such
shortcomings can sometimes be resolved by building
research teams with complementaryskills. But we suspect
that there may not be enough strong theorists to go around.
Organizationalresearchers are primarilytrainedin data
collection techniques and the latest analyticaltools, not the
nuances of theory building.Ourdoctoralprogramstend to
skip over theory building,perhaps because it is not a
step-by-step process that can be taught like LISRELor
event-historyanalysis. Readingmajortheorists and writing
literaturereview papers is often passed off as trainingin
theory building,even though such assignments reallydon't
teach one how to craft conceptual arguments.
Givenour field's likelyimbalanceof theoreticaland empirical
skills, is the goal of providingstrong theory and research a
quixoticventure? Shouldjournalsmake a decision-either to
become a home for data or theory, but not both? So far,
ASQ's answer to the above quandaryis "compensatory
education."ASQ has tried to fill this breach throughthe
review process, in which authors'attempts to write theory
are scrutinizedin detail by reviewers and editors. Pages of
pointed criticismare conveyed to authors in hopes of
"educatingthem." The productis usuallyan authorwho
either dutifullycomplies with whatever theoreticalideas are
suggested or who becomes so angered that he or she
simply sends the paper elsewhere. By going through rounds
of revision,a manuscriptmay end up with stronger theory,
but this is not the same as saying that the authors have
actuallylearnedto write better theory. Learningto write
theory may or may not occur, and when it does occur, it is
almost an accidentalbyproductof the system.
AREWE EXPECTING
TOO MUCH?
At this point in the essay we are forced to ask whether we
have been naive. Perhapsthere are enduringindividual
differences and preferences that explainwhy good theory is
so hardto find in organizationalresearch papers. Perhaps
people who are drivenmore by data than ideas are enticed
to join an empiricallybased field such as organizational
behavior.Perhapsthe appliednatureof the field attracts
practical,no-nonsense types ratherthan the more dreamy
misfits who might naturallybe good at theoreticalpursuits. If
this is so, then the importanceof trainingshould become an
even largerissue. Withoutconstant pressure for theory
building,the field would surely slide to its naturalresting
place in dust-bowl empiricism.
The problemwith theory buildingmay also be structural.
Journalscould be placingauthors in a double bind. On the
one hand, editors and reviewers plead for creative and
interestingideas, for there to be an importantcontributionto
organizationaltheory. On the other hand, authors are
skewered for apparentmismatches between their theory
and data. Providinga broadtheory, in which a given
or
phenomenon is located in a network of interorganizational
culturalinfluences, will usuallylead to complaintsthat the
authordid not measure all the variablesin his or her model.
380/ASQ, September 1995
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Providinga deep theory, in which interveningmechanisms or
processes are spelled out in graphicdetail, may likewise lead
to objections that only the antecedents and consequences of
the model are measured. Reviewers will typicallysay, "If a
contextualvariableor interveningprocess is so important,
why wasn't it operationalized?"
Contradictorydemands for both strong theory and precise
measurement are often satisfied only by hypocriticalwriting.
Theoryis crafted aroundthe data. The authoris carefulto
avoid mentioningany variablesor processes that might tip
off the reviewers and editors that something is missing in
the article. Peripheyaland interveningprocesses are left out
of the theory so as not to expose a gap in the empirical
design. We are guiltyof these crimes of omission. We have
even counseled our graduatestudents to leave out portions
of their theory that are not measured well and to delete
otherwise interestingdata that did not directlyrelate to their
theoreticalargument.The result of these omissions is that
the craft of manuscriptwritingbecomes an art of fitting
concepts and arguments aroundwhat has been measured
and discovered. If widely shared, as we suspect they are,
these practices mean that our publicationshave little
resemblance to what methodology texts preach as the
propersequence of theory building,design, measurement,
and analysis.
So what should journalsdo to address the inherent
difficultiesof havingstrong theory and method in a single
research paper?Should these outlets guardeven more
zealously the scientific sequencing of hypothesis-testing
research, for example, by requiringthat a list of all variables
measured in the study (andtheir intercorrelations)be
includedwith each submitted manuscript?Should journals
spend even more time and energy on the review process,
hoping to educate ratherthan just select manuscriptsfrom
the field's constituents? Or might our journalsbe best
served by letting down their guardjust a bit?
SOME RECOMMENDATIONS
When research manuscriptsare dividedon the dimensions
of theory and method, it is easy to see where the bulkof
our contributionslie. Papers with weak theory and method
are routinelyrejected. Theirauthors are sent back to the
drawingboardor on to anotherjournal.At the other end of
the spectrum are those few papers with both strong theory
and method. These are the exceptional pieces that can
become "instantclassics," as they are hurriedlypassed
among scholars and discussed with twinges of jealousy.
There are few controversies in the high-highand low-low
cells of this matrix.
It is when we turnto the "mixed"cells of the
theory-methodmatrixthat we see conflicts of taste and
value. Because so few papers are considered strong in both
theory and method, journalsare forced to make implicit
tradeoffs on these dimensions to fill their pages. Even
though journalsmay boldlyespouse the goal of theory
building,the review process usuallyworks the other way. In
practice, it is much easier for a set of reviewers and editors
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to agree on a carefullycrafted empiricalpiece that has little
or no theory than it is for them to go along with a weak test
of a new theoreticalidea. The authorof this second type df
manuscriptcan expect to receive a set of reviews stating,
"althoughsome interestingand well-motivatedhypotheses
were proposed, the authorfailed to ...."
Journalsspecializingin theory testing can live comfortably
with the manuscriptselection process as it now stands.
They can reach consensus on publishinga set of papers that
follow strict methodologicalguidelines to test existing
theories. The problemis much greater with journalslike
ASQ. In tryingto build theoryas well as a database for
organizationalresearch, these journalspush authors to their
limits and beyond. A key difficultyis that papers chosen for
revisiontend to be those with acceptable methods and
undeveloped theory. Extractingtheory from those who could
not (orwould not) initiallyprovideit can be a gruelingand
unpleasantprocess.
Our recommendationis to rebalancethe selection process
between theory and method. People's naturalinclinationis
to requiregreater proof of a new or provocativeidea than
one they alreadybelieve to be true (Nisbett and Ross, 1980).
Therefore,if a theory is particularlyinteresting,the standards
used to evaluate how well it is tested or grounded need to
be relaxed, not strengthened. We need to recognize that
majorcontributionscan be made when data are more
illustrativethan definitive.
We also thinkjournalslikeASQ need to revise their norms
about the linkagebetween theory and data. Not everything
discussed in the introductionof a manuscriptneed be
operationalizedin the method section nor show up in a set
of regression equations. If theory buildingis a validgoal,
then journalsshould be willingto publishpapers that really
are stronger in theory than method. Authorsshould be
rewardedratherthan punished for developing strong
conceptual arguments that dig deeper and extend more
broadlythan the data will justify.We are not advocating
long, ramblingintroductionsthat are entirelydivorcedfrom
empiricalanalyses. Rather,we believe there is room for
sharperdiscussion of processes underlyinga phenomenon
as well as groundingof causal forces in the broadersocial
system.
In many ways, our journalshave alreadybeen imposing
these proposed standardson qualitativeas opposed to
quantitativeresearch. The prevailingwisdom has been that
qualitativeresearch is more useful for theory buildingthan
theory testing. Rarelyare qualitativestudies accepted for
publicationwhen they simply providedata that validatean
existing theory. Seldom are ethnographicdescriptions
publishedwhen they are not also a source of new concepts
or ideas. It is even difficultto publishqualitativestudies that
providein-depthanalysis of a localizedphenomenon if
reviewers cannot be convinced that such knowledge is
applicableto more general social processes.
Perhapsthe standardsused to judge qualitativepapers have
the opposite drawbackof those used for quantitativepapers,
with theory emphasized too much and data not emphasized
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enough. Authorsof qualitativestudies are often asked to
drop much of the descriptionof charactersand events, so as
to make room for greater theoreticaldevelopment. Thte
resultingdescriptionmay end up as little more than a small
sequence of vignettes or a summarytable of quotations,
illustratingthose concepts or hypotheses formulatedin a
paper. Such paringcan deplete a manuscriptof much of its
value. Lost may be the richdescriptionthat Van Maanen
(1989) said is necessary for researchers to buildstrong
theory over time. Lost also may be the chance to build
cumulativetheory from small but comprehensible events.
Weick (1992: 177) noted that much of his own work
constitutes "knowledge growth by extension," which
"occurs when a relativelyfull explanationof a small region is
carriedover to an explanationof an adjoiningregion."We
may need to be as careful in not overweightingthe
theoreticalcriteriafor qualitativepapers as in underweighting
the theoreticalcontributionsof quantitativeresearch.
CONCLUSION
We began this essay with the general complaintthat many
manuscriptswe see as reviewers and editors are devoid of
theory. In our experience, authors seem to fool themselves
into thinkingthat at least five otherwise worthy features of a
research paper can be theory when they are not. So we put
up and explainedfive "WrongWay" signs for authors. We
hope these guidelines will help authors avoid writing
manuscriptsthat contain little or no theory. But we are not
so naive as to thinkthat these few signposts will create a
rush of new theory in organizationalresearch. The problem
is more complex and the solutions more complicated.We
explored several structuralreasons for the currentimbalance
between theory and method in organizationalresearch,
noting how the problemmay stem from both the way we
runjournalsas well as the natureand trainingof researchers
who make up our field. Ourconclusions, though sometimes
oblique and contradictory,can be read as pleas for more
balance in weighing the theoreticalversus empiricalsides of
research. We argue for greater theoreticalemphasis in
quantitativeresearch, along with more appreciationof the
empiricismof qualitativeendeavors.
In closing, we ask the readerto consider whether the
evidence providedby people such as Freud,Marx,or Darwin
would meet the empiricalstandardsof the top journalsin
organizationalresearch. Would their work be rejected
outright,or would they be given the opportunityto go
throughseveral roundsof revision?Just thinkingabout such
a question bringsforth the essential role of balance (or
tolerance)in evaluatingresearch. When theories are
particularlyinterestingor important,there should be greater
leeway in terms of empiricalsupport.A small set of
interviews, a demonstrationexperiment, a pilot survey, a bit
of archivaldata may be all that is needed to show why a
particularprocess might be true. Subsequent research will of
course be necessary to sort out whether the theoretical
statements hold up under scrutiny,or whether they will join
the long list of theories that only deserve to be true.
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